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The marriage of Marc Antony and
Cleopatra is one of the greatest love stories
of all time, a tale of unbridled passion with
earth-shaking
political
consequences.
Feared and hunted by the powers in Rome,
the lovers choose to die by their own hands
as the triumphant armies of Antonys
vengeful rival, Octavian, sweep into Egypt.
Their three orphaned children are taken in
chains to Rome; only two-the ten-year-old
twins Selene and Alexander-survive the
journey. Delivered to the household of
Octavians sister, the siblings cling to each
other and to the hope that they will return
one day to their rightful place on the throne
of Egypt. As they come of age, they are
buffeted by the personal ambitions of
Octavians family and court, by the
ever-present threat of slave rebellion, and
by the longings and desires deep within
their own hearts.
The fateful tale of
Selene and Alexander is brought brilliantly
to life in Cleopatras Daughter. Recounted
in Selenes youthful and engaging voice, it
introduces a compelling cast of historical
characters: Octavia, the emperor Octavians
kind and compassionate sister, abandoned
by Marc Antony for Cleopatra; Livia,
Octavians bitter and jealous wife;
Marcellus, Octavians handsome, flirtatious
nephew and heir apparent; Tiberius, Livias
sardonic son and Marcelluss great rival for
power; and Juba, Octavians watchful aide,
whose honored position at court has
far-reaching effects on the lives of the
young Egyptian royals. Selenes narrative
is animated by the concerns of a young girl
in any time and place-the possibility of
finding love, the pull of friendship and
family, and the pursuit of her unique
interests and talents. While coping with the
loss of both her family and her ancestral
kingdom, Selene must find a path around
the dangers of a foreign land. Her accounts
of life in Rome are filled with historical
details that vividly capture both the glories
and horrors of the times. She dines with the
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empires most illustrious poets and
politicians, witnesses the creation of the
Pantheon, and navigates the colorful,
crowded marketplaces of the city where
Roman-style justice is meted out with
merciless authority. Based on meticulous
research, Cleopatras Daughter is a
fascinating portrait of imperial Rome and
of the people and events of this glorious
and most tumultuous period in human
history. Emerging from the shadows of the
past, Selene, a young woman of irresistible
charm and preternatural intelligence, will
capture your heart.
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Cleopatras Daughter Teenreads Dec 17, 2013 When I first started kicking around the idea of writing a historical
fiction novel about Queen Cleopatra VIIs only surviving child, her daughter, Cleopatras Daughter: a novel - YouTube
Cleopatras Daughter is a book group favorite, and with good reason: it has all the necessary ingredients to inspire lively
conversation, and author Michelle Cleopatras Daughter by Michelle Moran Reviews, Discussion Cleopatras
Daughter. The marriage of Marc Antony and Cleopatra is one of the greatest love stories of all time, a tale of unbridled
passion with earth-shaking Summary and reviews of Cleopatras Daughter by Michelle Moran Lily of the Nile
(Cleopatras Daughter, #1), Song of the Nile (Cleopatras Daughter, #2), 3.89 avg rating 3,579 ratings published 2011 9
editions book 1. From the internationally bestselling author of Nefertiti comes the tumultuous story of Antony and
Celopatras daughter, Selene. The marriage of Marc Antony and Cleopatras Daughter: Andrea Ashton:
9780553122701: Amazon Jul 13, 2010 The Paperback of the Cleopatras Daughter by Michelle Moran at With this
compelling novel of the legendary Cleopatras daughter, she now Cleopatras Daughter by Michelle Moran In her
latest novel, Cleopatras Daughter, historical fiction author Michelle Moran tells beautifully of the time in history
following to the deaths of Cleopatra and The Historical Guide to Cleopatras Daughter, Selene - Vicky Alvear Jul
13, 2010 Buy the Paperback Book Cleopatras Daughter by Michelle Moran at , Canadas largest bookstore. + Get Free
Shipping on Fiction and Cleopatras Daughter by Michelle Moran, Paperback - Barnes & Noble In Morans third
historical novel (after Nefertiti and The Heretic Queen), Images of the ill-fated love between Cleopatra and Mark
Antony immediately leap to : Cleopatras Daughter: A Novel (Egyptian Royals Cleopatras Daughter by Michelle
Moran - book cover, description, publication history. Cleopatras Daughter - Wikipedia Q: What prompted you to
write a novel about Cleopatras daughter? I do a great deal of traveling both for research and for fun, and most of my
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destinations are Cleopatras Daughter by Michelle Moran book review CLEOPATRAS DAUGHTER is the
lesser-known story of Cleopatra Selene II, who of The life of Cleopatra is not so much the subject of the book as what
will Daughters of the Nile (Cleopatras Daughter, book 3) by Stephanie Cleopatras Daughter: A Novel. Written by:
Michelle Moran Narrated by: Wanda McCaddon Length: 11 hrs and 56 mins Unabridged Audiobook. Release
Cleopatras Daughter: : Michelle Moran Buy Cleopatras Daughter by Michelle Moran (ISBN: 9781849160797) from
Amazons Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders. Cleopatras Daughter: A Novel, Book by Michelle Moran
(Paperback Cleopatra Selene II also known as Cleopatra VIII of Egypt or Cleopatra VIII, was a Ptolemaic Princess and
was the only daughter to Greek Ptolemaic queen Cleopatra VII of Egypt . Cleopatra is a significant character in Wallace
Breems historical novel The Legates Daughter (1974), Phoenix/Orion Books Ltd. ISBN CLEOPATRAS
DAUGHTER: A NOVEL - YouTube The marriage of Marc Antony and Cleopatra is one of the greatest love stories of
all time, a tale of unbridled passion with earth-shaking political consequences. 9780307409133: Cleopatras Daughter:
A Novel (Egyptian Royals Apr 21, 2009 - 58 sec - Uploaded by mikalakanaThe book trailer for Michelle Morans
novel Cleopatras Daughter. Reviews - Michelle Moran - Cleopatras Daughter This absolutely fantastic novel has me
sold on the stories of Cleopatra, Octavian, Augustus, and Caesar. Michelle Moran has given a voice to Cleopatras
Cleopatras daughter : a novel - Buffalo & Erie County Public Library Cleopatras Daughter. A Novel. A Novel. By
Michelle Moran Based on meticulous research, Cleopatras Daughter is a fascinating portrait of imperial Rome and
Cleopatras Daughter Audiobook Cleopatras Daughter is a 1960 historical drama film set in Egypt during the reign of
the Print/export. Create a book Download as PDF Printable version Cleopatras Daughter by Michelle Moran
Review Historical Novels Cleopatras Daughter: A Novel (Egyptian Royals Collection) by [Moran, Michelle] comes
the tumultuous story of Antony and Celopatras daughter, Selene. Cleopatras Daughter by Michelle Moran - Wonders
& Marvels Apr 21, 2009 - 30 sec - Uploaded by mikalakana30 second voiceover trailer for Michelle Morans novel
Cleopatras Daughter. Cleopatra Selene II - Wikipedia Based on the true story of Cleopatras daughter After years of
abuse as the emperors captive in Rome, Cleopatra Selene has found a safe harbor. No longer : Cleopatras Daughter: A
Novel (Audible Audio Edition In 30 BC, after the defeat and suicide of Antony and Cleopatra, their twin children,
Alexander Helios and Cleopatra Selene, were taken to Rome as captives by Cleopatras Daughter Q&A - Michelle
Moran - Cleopatras Daughter Cleopatras Daughter: A Novel (Egyptian Royals Collection) Michelle Moran has
already made Ancient Egypt her own fictional domain. With this compelling novel of the legendary Cleopatras daughter,
she now stakes a Cleopatras Daughter by Michelle Moran - Fantastic Fiction Cleopatras Daughter has 20633 ratings
and 2103 reviews. Becky said: This book was chosen for the May/June 2010 group read in the historical fiction gr
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